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THE PROTECTIVE
CLOTHING COLLECTION
UNISEX MULTI-HAZARD HIGH VISIBILITY GORE-TEX 
PYRAD® TROUSERS
HV311

DETAILS

COLOURS

SIZE
S – 5XL
HV311 (F) Female fit - Made To Order

SPECIFICATIONS
• 2 Layer Pyrad Elbro GoreTex Orange 50% aramid 

/ 50% viscose FR Lining
• 99.4% polyester / 0.6% carbon with ePTFE Mem-

brane/215g

Hi vis orange

STANDARDS
EN 20471:2013+A1:2016 ( Class 1)

EN 343:2019  (class 3)

EN 11612:2015 A1+A2+B2+C1+D3+E1 +F1

EN 1149-5:2018

EN 61482-2:2018

EN 61482-1-1:2019 (EBT50 = 51 cal

ELIM = 42 cal)

EN 61482-1-2:2014 (APC = Class 2)

RIS3279 TOM ISS2

Chevron Tape

FIT
Regular

The outer fabric is fully seam sealed with proprietary 
GORE-SEAM® Tape, High visibility orange 
background fabric with heat applied 50mm chevron 
reflective taping, Elastic adjustable braces sit over 
the shoulders with an H-back to reduce the braces 
slipping down and causing discomfort, Storm flap 
fly with hook and loop, Side pockets openings allow 
the wearer to use and access pockets in their under 
garments, An anti-wicking panel in the bottom of the 
legs, Zipped leg openings enable easy access to boots.

EN 61482-1-1
EN 61482-1-2 ELIM EN343:3:3

The Protective range includes GORE-TEX PYRAD® 
Waterproof Garments using the very latest 
technology and advanced, high-performance fabrics. 
This range provides flame retardancy, anti-static 
protection, high visibility and some of the highest arc 
flash protection ratings in PPE, with the added 
benefit of reliable, breathable waterproofing. When 
wet or dry, GORE-TEX PYRAD® garments are up to 
20% lighter than other garments with Category III 
arc protection. We take safety extremely seriously 
and that is why we manufacture protective clothing 
in accordance with Module D (quality system 
monitoring). This means on-going checks are made 
to ensure the consistent production of Category III 
‘Life-Saving’ PPE and is perfect for many different 
industries and high-risk working environments such 
as rail, on-site, utilities and offshore.


